We report test beam studies of 11% of the production ATLAS Tile Calorimeter modules. The modules were equipped with production front-end electronics and all the calibration systems planned for the final detector. The studies used muon, electron and hadron beams ranging in energy from 3 to 350 GeV.
s t r a c t
We report test beam studies of 11% of the production ATLAS Tile Calorimeter modules. The modules were equipped with production front-end electronics and all the calibration systems planned for the final detector. The studies used muon, electron and hadron beams ranging in energy from 3 to 350 GeV. Two independent studies showed that the light yield of the calorimeter was $70 pe=GeV, exceeding the design goal by 40%. Electron beams provided a calibration of the modules at the electromagnetic energy scale. Over 200 calorimeter cells the variation of the response was 2.4%. The linearity with energy was also measured. Muon beams provided an intercalibration of the response of all calorimeter cells. The response to muons entering in the ATLAS projective geometry showed an RMS variation of 2.5% for 91 measurements over a range of rapidities and modules. The mean response to hadrons of fixed energy had an RMS variation of 1.4% for the modules and projective angles studied. The response to hadrons normalized to incident beam energy showed an 8% increase between 10 and 350 GeV, fully consistent with expectations for a noncompensating calorimeter. The measured energy resolution for hadrons of s=E ¼ 52:9%= ffiffiffi E p È 5:7% was also consistent with expectations. Other auxiliary studies were made of saturation recovery of the readout system, the time resolution of the calorimeter and the performance of the trigger signals from the calorimeter.
& 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Introduction
The ATLAS experiment at the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is designed to exploit fully the exciting opportunities for fundamental discoveries at the next high-energy frontier. The proton-proton center of mass energy of 14 TeV, the design luminosity of 10 34 cm À2 s À1 and the time between bunch crossings of 25 ns are the basic collider parameters that drove the design of the experiment. The ATLAS detector as built and its expected performance are described in Ref. [1] and its physics program is documented in Ref. [2] . At the present time, the detector is installed and is being commissioned in the underground area at interaction point 1 of the LHC.
Electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters are indispensable components of a general-purpose hadron collider detector. Jointly they must provide accurate energy and position measurements of electrons, photons, isolated hadrons, jets, and transverse missing energy, as well as helping in particle identification and in muon momentum reconstruction. The electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic compartments of the ATLAS calorimeter system cover the pseudorapidity region jZjo4:9. The EM compartments are liquid argon sampling calorimeters, while the detector media of the hadronic calorimeters differ according to the Z region. The Tile Calorimeter (TileCal) is a sampling plastic scintillator/iron detector, located in the region jZjo1:7; it is divided into three cylindrical sections, referred to as the barrel and extended barrels (EB). Radially, the Tile Calorimeter extends from an inner radius of 2.28 m to an outer radius of 4.25 m. Before reaching TileCal, particles from the collision region first traverse the inner tracking detectors and the barrel or endcap sections of the liquid argon/ lead EM calorimeters. 1 The general layout of the ATLAS calorimeter system is shown in Fig. 1 . A detailed description of the ATLAS TileCal is given in Ref. [3] . The essential aspects are illustrated in this introduction. Each of the three TileCal barrels is composed of 64 azimuthal segments, referred to as modules, subtending Df ¼ 2p=64 ' 0:1.
A schematic drawing of a module is given in Fig. 2 . The TileCal scintillator plates 2 are placed perpendicular to the colliding beam axis, and are radially staggered in depth. The structure is periodic along the beam axis. The tiles are 3 mm thick and the total thickness of the iron plates in one 18 mm period is 14 mm. Two sides of the scintillating tiles are read out by wavelength shifting (WLS) fibers 3 into two separate photomultipliers (PMTs). 4 By the grouping of WLS fibers to specific PMTs, modules are segmented in Z and in radial depth. In the direction perpendicular to the beam axis, the three radial segments span 1.5, 4.1 and 1.8 l int in the barrel and 1.5, 2.6, 3.3 l int in the extended barrels. The resulting typical cell dimensions are DZ Â Df ¼ 0:1 Â 0:1 (0:1 Â 0:2 in the last segment). The layout of cells is shown in Fig. 3 . This segmentation defines a quasi-projective
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{ Deceased. 1 For jZj41:5, particles also traverse the liquid argon/copper endcap calorimeter. 2 Custom-produced by injection molding of polystyrene, doped with 1.5% PTP and 0.044% POPOP [4] . 3 Kuraray Y11(200)MSJ double-clad 1 mm diameter fibers. 4 Hamamatsu R7877 8-stage metal channel dynode PMTs.
tower structure, where the deviations from perfect projectivity are small compared to the typical angular extent of hadronic jets. Altogether, TileCal comprises 4672 readout cells, each equipped with two PMTs that receive light from opposite sides of every tile.
To reconstruct accurately the energy of the physics objects a precise and maintainable calibration of the calorimeter system is crucial. The design of the Tile Calorimeter includes a monitoring system for the scintillator and PMT response using a 137 Cs g-source (Cs source), a laser system for the PMT and readout system response, and an electronic charge-injection system (CIS) for the readout electronics alone. These systems are described in more detail below and their performance during the test beam studies are reported. Several of them have been used regularly over many years.
To understand in detail the response of the final calorimeter modules about 11% of the 192 modules were exposed to test beams of electrons, muons, and hadrons, ranging in momentum from 3 to 350 GeV/c in several test beam runs spanning four consecutive years. The main goals of this extensive testing program were:
1. to set and measure the energy-to-charge conversion factors, using electron beams. The settings will be reproduced on the untested modules by establishing similar Cs source responses on all modules, 2. to explore the response uniformity of all modules with muon beams, 3. to extend previous investigations on the response of the production modules to hadrons.
In addition, a number of general properties of the calorimeter were measured, mainly in view of its use within ATLAS. The results of this extensive measurement program are described in this paper. In the remainder of this section, the main aspects of the module test beam setup and measurement program are reviewed, and the front-end readout electronics is briefly described. In the following sections, after discussing the TileCal energy reconstruction methods and the calorimeter calibration and monitoring systems, the performance of the calorimeter modules with electron, muon and hadron beams is described in detail. Summarizing the results of the test beam program, the concluding section dwells also on the implications of these results for the performance of TileCal in the ATLAS calorimeter system. Finally, measurements of certain system properties (response of the analog sum trigger, timing accuracy, recovery of electronics saturation) are briefly presented in three appendices.
Test beam setup
The calorimeter setup in the H8 beam of the CERN SPS North Area is shown in Fig. 4 . Modules were placed on a scanning table capable of placing modules at any desired position and angle with respect to the incoming particles. The prototype Module 0 is the lowest in a stack of three modules. The middle layer is a production barrel module, and the top layer is either a pair of production extended barrel modules (as shown in the figure) or another production barrel module. Since part of the data are taken in projective geometry, module orientation is labeled according to Z as in ATLAS, therefore for Z ¼ 0 the test beam is perpendicular to the front face of the middle module. Calibration of each module consisted in taking data with beams in the following geometries:
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Beam incident at the center of the front face of each A-cell at y TB ¼ AE20 from the normal (Z ¼ 0).
Beam incident at the center of the front face of each A-cell, but at projective angles-e.g. at Z ¼ 0:35 in cell A4.
Beam incident on the ends of the modules, into the center of each tile-row. This is referred to as 90 incidence.
Beam energies were usually between 20 and 180 GeV, with a few additional measurements below 20 GeV and at 350 GeV. The systematic uncertainty in the beam energy ranges from 2.5% (10 GeV) to 0.5% (350 GeV). For momenta between 3 and 9 GeV/c, a special tertiary beam was produced, by bringing the SPS secondary beam onto a target closer to the experimental setup. Typically, the H8 beam is a mixture of hadrons, muons and electrons. Particles were identified mainly by the calorimeter's response, however, a pair of beam-line Cherenkov counters further assisted in particle identification.
Beam position was measured with three stations of x2y wire chambers, upstream of the module scanning table. Downstream of the module stack, a wall of muon counters helped tag muons and/or calorimeter punchthrough. The counters were routinely moved to be in the beamline for all orientations of the scanning table.
Triggering was a simple coincidence with three beam scintillation counters. The resulting spot size was typically 3 Â 3 cm 2 or
less. In addition to the beam trigger, several additional triggers (pedestal, charge-injection and laser-driven signals) were implemented and suitably flagged, for electronics calibration purposes.
Signal readout
The design of the TileCal front-end electronics is described in detail in Ref. [5] ; only a few essential aspects are quoted here. The front-end electronics of each module is housed in a pair of extractable ''drawers'' (each pair being referred to as superdrawers), wherein the cell signals are digitized, the trigger tower analog sums are performed and the PMT currents are measured. The superdrawers also house the HV distribution to PMTs and monitoring and calibration circuitry.
The ''3-in-1'' cards, situated inside the iron magnetic shield of the PMT block, perform most analog functions of the front-end electronics. Bi-gain amplifiers produce shaped PMT differential signals with a gain ratio of 64. Both high-gain and low-gain outputs are digitized within the drawers. This system measures energy depositions of up to 1.5 TeV in each readout cell; the least count corresponds to an energy of approximately 15 MeV. The shaped signals are sampled and digitized every 25 ns by 10-bit ADCs [6] . The sampled data are temporarily stored in a pipeline memory until a trigger level-1 accept signal is received. At the test beam, the level-1 accept is simply the beam scintillator coincidence, vetoed by the computer busy condition. The digitized samples are transferred from the drawer via an optical fiber link and recorded. In ATLAS the samples will be further processed in off-detector Read Out Driver (ROD) modules.
During normal data taking, nine digitized signal samples were usually recorded. The ADC system normally forwarded either the high-gain or low-gain samples, depending on signal amplitude. In calibration mode, and in special runs, both high-and low-gain signals were read out.
The 3-in-1 cards also provide differential signals to the local Trigger Adder cards, which perform the analog sums of the signals within the trigger towers of every module. The sum has a 10-bit dynamic range. At the test beam, the outputs of the Adder cards 0  500  1500 mm   D0  D1  D2  D3   BC1 BC2 BC3 BC4 BC5 BC6 BC7 BC8 BC9   A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7  A8  A10  A9   D5  D4  D6   B11  B12  B13  B14  B1 5   A  A13  A14  A15 were transmitted over twisted-pair cable to 8-bit flash ADCs, read out in a VME environment. In addition, the 3-in-1 cards house programmable-gain operational amplifiers, acting as low-pass filters to smooth out the PMT currents. These quasi-DC signals are multiplexed within each superdrawer to a 12-bit ADC. The digitized signals are stored and read out over CANbus by the Detector Control System. These signals give the calorimeter response to Cs source scans, recorded during source calibration runs. In ATLAS running conditions, they will permit the monitoring of the response of each cell to minimum-bias (MB) interactions.
Throughout the test beam program all modules were equipped with final production electronics. The calibration and monitoring of the front-end electronics is described in Section 3.
Energy reconstruction
Three different energy reconstruction methods have been developed and tested. The simplest and fastest of them, the ''flat filter (FF)'' method, has been used for the online event analysis. The more sophisticated ''fit'' and ''optimal filtering (OF)'' methods profit from knowledge of the pulse shape and provide better resolution, especially in the energy region where noise plays an important role [7, 8] . These methods are described in the following sections, and some performance comparisons are given in Section 4.
Flat filter method
The flat filter method was the first to be developed. The N digitized samples S i (N ¼ 9 for physics events) are divided into two subsets. The first N p samples constitute the ''pedestal window''; the pedestal is the average sample value in this window. The subsequent N s ¼ N À N p samples constitute the ''signal window''. The signal is calculated as the largest sum of N f successive samples within the signal window (see also Fig. 5 ):
More simply put, the FF method is just a sum over N f samples; hence, it depends on the filter length N f . For example, the sum with N f equal 3 is 5% smaller than the sum with N f equal 5. The sum does not change significantly for N f X5, therefore the safe minimal value of N f equal 5 is normally used. For all readout channels, the timing is set to have the maximum signal in the 5th sample. At the test beam, the signal is not synchronized with the 40 MHz clock, hence its position can move by AE1 sample. Therefore, N p ¼ 1 is normally used.
The FF method introduces a positive bias for signals that are almost compatible with noise because of the maximum in Eq. (1). After CIS calibration (see Section 3.2), channels without signal have an average amplitude of about 0.01 pC and an RMS of about 0.05 pC (respectively, equivalent to $10 and $50 MeV).
Fit method
This method of signal reconstruction takes advantage of the knowledge of the pulse shape from the front-end electronics. This extra information is used to reduce the contribution of the electronics noise to the energy measurement, and allows a determination of the timing of the energy deposition. It also provides a measure of the quality of the reconstruction. With the fit method, when signals are in-time one can simply correct for signal saturation by using in the fit only the unsaturated signal samples.
For each channel, a fit is performed to the function f ðtÞ ¼ Agðt À tÞ þ c to determine the three parameters: amplitude A, phase t, and pedestal c, given a normalized pulse shape g. One minimizes the expression:
where the sum is over N digitized samples S i having error s i , and each sample is measured at time t i . The expression is a truncated expansion in the parameter t. Fig. 5 shows an example of the fitted pulse superimposed on the digitized samples of a given channel. Note that during ATLAS running the phase will be fixed, therefore in principle one could fit for only two parameters (amplitude and pedestal). A two-parameter fit is used in the case of small (pedestal-like) signals; here, to avoid the positive bias intrinsic to the FF method, the signal peak is set to the center of 5th sample.
The initial pulse shape is reconstructed by scanning over multiple events with varying phase. 5 The shape has been shown to be quite insensitive to the amount of energy deposited in the calorimeter and to the type of incident particle. Pulse shapes are derived separately for high-and low-gain channels, and separately for physics and calibration (CIS and laser) data. The resulting pulse shapes have a FWHM of 50 ns for physics events, compared to 45 ns for calibration triggers.
There is a scale difference among signals reconstructed with the fit and the flat filter methods; the pC/GeV conversion factor differs by 11% in the two cases. In test beam data, the fit method gives a minimal offset, typically 0.2 fC ($0:2 MeV) per PMT, with all channels having an offset smaller than 1 fC. The Gaussian spread of the noise is 20 fC, which is an improvement of more than Example of the three-parameter fit method to the digitized samples of one channel. For comparison with the flat filter, the five samples giving the maximum sum are cross-hatched. In this case, nine samples were recorded. 5 The pulse shape was also derived from an electronic simulation of the shaper circuit, when introducing the standard PMT pulse shape on the input. The resulting pulse shape on the shaper output corresponds very well to that obtained directly from the testbeam data [9] . a factor of 2 over that of the flat filter. Furthermore, the fit method has been shown to give equivalent results whether nine or seven samples are recorded.
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Optimal filtering
The optimal filtering algorithm reconstructs the amplitude of the signal using a weighted sum of the digital samples. It also reconstructs the time and allows to estimate the quality of the reconstruction:
N stands for the number of samples, A is the amplitude of the signal, t represents the phase with respect to the expected sampling time (within the 5th sample). QF is the quality factor of the reconstruction. The parameters a i , b i are the OF weights for the amplitude and time reconstruction, respectively. The values g i are the amplitudes of the normalized shape function for the i-th sample and the S i are the digital samples. The weights are calculated to reconstruct the proper magnitudes while minimizing the noise [10] , using the Lagrange multiplier method. It is envisaged to implement the OF algorithm in the firmware of the ReadOut Drivers-see Section 1. The simple arithmetical operations in the OF algorithm make it suitable for on-line data volume reduction in the ROD environment.
3. Calibration and monitoring systems 3.1. Calorimeter system services 3.1.
Low voltage power
During most of the test beam running the final low voltage system was still under development and the front-end electronics in each drawer was supplied using a package of commercial power supplies. These power supplies were adequate for the test beam but were not designed for the ATLAS environment. No remote monitoring was implemented with this system but the supplies were stable and performed well.
High voltage power
The Tilecal high voltage system [11] is based on remote HV bulk power supplies providing a single high voltage to each superdrawer. For each drawer there is a regulator system (HVopto card) that provides fine adjustment of the voltage for each PMT over a range of 350 V below the common input high voltage. This value is chosen to allow a broad range of adjustments around the nominal gain value of 10 5 . One controller (HVmicro card) manages the two HVopto cards of the superdrawer. The monitoring and control system used in the test beam was based on VME. It had a LabView layer and PVSS-II, both running in a PC. The high voltage of each PMT was monitored continuously during the four test beam periods in 2003. All voltages were recorded at 1 min intervals and an alarm was triggered when a voltage deviated from its nominal value by more than allowed. The analysis of the high voltage data (excluding trips) shows that the fluctuations are small for almost all channels, with an RMS of $0:1 V, and a maximum deviation of 1 V. Since the PMT gain varies approximately as V 7 , a 0.1 V drift in operating voltage corresponds to a 0.1% gain variation at a typical voltage of 700 V.
Cooling
A special cooling system was developed for the electronics drawers and the front-end power supplies. A prototype version was tested during the calibration of Tilecal modules [12] . It supplied demineralized water to the modules at a flow rate of 60 l/h and a temperature of 18 C. The system was operated at subatmospheric pressure, which effectively suppressed leaks. Studies were carried out in the test beam to evaluate the cooling unit and its influence on the detector performance. The temperature stability and its effects on the calorimeter response are presented here, while other studies such as flow rate and an evaluation of the dissipated power of the superdrawers can be found in Refs. [12, 13] .
The response of the Tile Calorimeter depends on the temperature of its components, but by far the most sensitive element is the PMT. The goal is a PMT gain stability of 0.5%. Previous lab measurements [14] have shown a dependence on temperature of À0:2%= C, leading to the requirement that the temperature of the PMT remain stable to within 2:5 C. Temperature sensors monitor the input and output water temperatures as well as the temperatures of key components inside the superdrawers. Water temperatures were monitored during a five day period in the September 2001 calibration run [12] . A stability of 0:1 C (RMS) was observed which is fully sufficient for the requirements of the electronics. The temperatures inside the superdrawer were also monitored and again showed a very stable behavior. For example, the sensor at PMT 22 gave a mean value of 24:5 C with an RMS of 0:1 C. A dedicated test was performed to evaluate the effect of temperature variation of the cooling water on the calorimeter response. The cooling water temperature was varied stepwise in the range of [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] C, at a constant flow of 60 l/h. After a stabilization time of 1-2 h the temperature inside the drawer was measured. The results indicate the following relation between cooling water temperature and PMT temperature:
DT PMT ¼ 0:74DT water (6) While the temperature of the cooling water was varied, a 180 GeV particle beam, principally pions and positrons, was directed to cell A14 to study the calorimeter response. This cell is read out by PMT 21 and PMT 22, and the latter is equipped with a temperature sensor.
The variation of the total measured charge vs. the temperature of PMT 22 for pions and positrons is shown in Fig. 6 . The two lines represent linear fits. The variation of the total signal and consequently the variation of the PMT gain is very similar for pions and positrons. This confirms that the gain variation is similar for all photomultipliers since the pion shower affects several cells and PMTs whereas the electromagnetic shower is mainly contained in a single cell read out by two PMTs. The final relation between signal variation and temperature of the PMT block is given by
confirming the test bench measurements mentioned above [14] . Combined with the result of Eq. (6) the following relation for the gain variation of the PMTs is found:
Ensuring a PMT gain stability of 0.5% requires a cooling water temperature stability of about 3:3 C, assuming that only cooling water temperature fluctuations contribute to changes in temperature of the PMT blocks.
Charge-injection system
As outlined above, the readout electronics for the fast pulses from each PMT contains two analog scales with a nominal gain ratio of 64. Each is digitized by a 10-bit ADC and together cover a range of charge to 800 pC. The charge-injection system is designed to calibrate the relative response of this system across all PMTs of the calorimeter and to track any variations with time. The goal is an accuracy of 1%. The system is described in more detail in Ref. [5] .
Each channel is equipped with calibration capacitors of 100 AE 1 and 5:2 AE 0:1 pF which can be charged from a high-precision voltage source and discharged into the input of the electronics. Both capacitors are charged from the same voltage source and hence can be intercalibrated. The resultant waveform at the ADC is similar to that produced by the PMT for a given charge but with a 10% larger amplitude and 10% smaller FWHM.
To determine the two gains in ADC counts/pC for each channel, dedicated CIS runs are taken which scan in discrete steps the full range of charges for both gains. To reconstruct the pulse amplitude using the ADC samples taken every 25 ns, a threeparameter fit is performed, as described in Section 2. The fitted pulse shape includes a small bipolar component associated with the internal capacitance of the injection switch and the digital control signal. This is measured with zero voltage applied to the calibration capacitors. An example of the fitted pulse together with the digitized samples is shown in Fig. 7 .
The response of a channel as a function of injected charge is shown in Fig. 8 over most of the range of both gains. Both the total response and the residuals from linear fits are shown. The departure from linearity is typically no more than 2 counts over the active range of both scales.
The channel-to-channel variation of the measured gains has an RMS variation of 1.5%, before applying any correction. This arises from the variations in the gains of the ADCs and of the PMT anode capacitances. During the four-month-long test beam run of 2004, the corrected gains were stable at an RMS level of better than 0.2%.
A careful study of the response of the readout system to the injected charge using the CIS system indicated a small but intrinsic nonlinearity in the response of all channels. This effect is negligible for very small and large charges but amounts to $2% at 100 pC. This correction was measured as a function of charge for a group of 269 channels and was applied in the analysis reported here. This same study concluded that the systematic uncertainty in the measured PMT charge arising from the electronic readout system is less than 0.7% for pions and electrons of all energies reported here. This study is described in an internal ATLAS note [15] . 
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Laser system
The laser system is designed to calibrate and monitor the response of the PMTs with an accuracy better than 0.5%, both during ATLAS data collection and in special calibration runs. It is expected to be useful for debugging and diagnostic studies as well as to map individual PMT nonlinearities. Corrections could be applied for any significant nonlinearities.
A frequency-doubled Nd :YVO4 laser is used to produce light pulses with a wavelength of 532 nm and width of $10 ns, synchronized to the 40 MHz bunch crossing clock. The pulses are split close to the laser and a small fixed fraction is delivered to a set of photodiodes for monitoring the relative pulse-to-pulse intensity. The balance of the pulse is directed to individual PMTs through a dedicated set of clear fibers.
Monitoring the stability of the PMT gains is the system's most important role. To demonstrate this ability a series of special calibration runs were taken during test beam operation. The charge delivered by the PMT for a given laser pulse was divided by the response of the photodiodes to provide a reference for the relative gain of each PMT. An average over at least 400 pulses was calculated in each run. Fig. 9 shows the dispersion of the relative gains of 40 PMTs during 32 consecutive runs taken over a period of three days. The dispersion is the convolution of the drifts in gain, together with fluctuations of the measurements. It is found to be 0.5%, showing that the PMTs are stable over the duration of the study and that the accuracy of the laser system matches the design goal.
The linearity of the PMTs can be studied by varying the intensity of the light to the PMTs. Although the intensity from the laser itself can only be varied by a factor of 10, an automated set of filters allows a dynamic range of over 1000. The global nonlinearity of the PMTs is found to be better than 0.3% in the range 80-700 pC, 0.7% between 5 and 80 pC, and 1.0% in the region 0.7-5 pC. Special attention was paid to the area of transition between the high and the low gain of the readout system but no unexpected effect was found.
The laser system can also be used to measure the absolute gain of each PMT. When this is combined with the measured response of the calorimeter in pC/GeV the photoelectron yield of the calorimeter can be obtained. The method takes advantage of the fact that the pulse-to-pulse intensity fluctuations of the laser are accurately tracked by the photodiode monitors; hence the remaining pulse-to-pulse variation of the PMT anode charge is simply related to photoelectron statistics and can be used to obtain the PMT gain. Specifically, it is shown in Ref. [16] that the product eG of the electron charge e and PMT gain G equals the mean value of ðq p À q t Þ 2 =q t over many pulses. This formula gives the mean square deviation of the measured anode charge q p from the expected charge q t , which is calculated pulse-by-pulse from the measured photodiode signal. After taking into account the excess noise factor of the PMTs [17] , the absolute gain of any PMT in the calorimeter is obtained. From the anode charges and the charge-to-energy calibration factors, the photoelectron yields are easily derived. In 2001, the light yield of all cells of an extended barrel module was measured, using both the laser system and The laser system has proven to be useful for debugging and timing studies. It was also verified that it is powerful enough to deliver light simultaneously to the whole calorimeter.
Monitoring the minimum-bias current
The hadronic calorimeter of ATLAS, like any other detector at the LHC, will face a background of inelastic proton-proton collisions at small momentum transfers. These processes lead to the so-called minimum-bias events with a rate proportional to the LHC luminosity. The MB signals produce nonnegligible occupancies in all Tile Calorimeter cells with rates which are moderately dependent on Z and uniform in azimuthal angle f. The rates vary substantially with depth in the calorimeter. The PMT anode currents associated with such events have been estimated by Monte Carlo (MC) calculations based on Pythia and GEANT3/ G-CALOR. Results are given as a function of luminosity in Table 1 . The luminosity values are given for early operation, nominal, and the ultimate scenario. The MB values are shown for the extreme cases of the A12 and D0 cells, and a typical case represented by the BC5 cell.
Fluctuations in the number of MB events per bunch crossing contribute directly to the noise term of the calorimeter energy resolution, specially for hadronic jets, where dozens of the calorimeter cells contribute to the signal. However, since the MB current, averaged over milliseconds, is almost constant [18] , it can be used to monitor continuously the calorimeter response during physics runs, without interfering with normal data acquisition. qA variation in the ratio of the MB current to luminosity can be compared to information from the laser, charge injection, and movable radioactive source systems to understand the behavior of the calorimeter in time and to correct it. Alternatively, simultaneous analysis of a large number of calorimeter channels can provide a measure of the relative luminosity and the beam quality on a time scale of seconds.
For each channel of the Tile Calorimeter the PMT anode output is DC coupled to an operational amplifier with a fixed RC time constant of 10 ms, and a gain selectable remotely from six predefined values from 2.7 to 98 MO [5] . Because the range of MB current varies with the position of a cell in the calorimeter, as well as with the luminosity, to maintain an adequate resolution the gain of each channel is selected individually. The charge injection system described above is also used in conjunction with these circuits. It allows precise calibration and monitoring of the amplifier gains over the system's full dynamic range, from 12 pA to 1850 nA. Measurements of the six gains for each of the produced circuits give a dispersion of less than 1.4% and nonlinearities of less than 0.3%. The RC time constants were measured on a significant fraction of the channels and a dispersion of 1.1% was found.
The operational amplifier outputs are multiplexed to a 12-bit ADC in each superdrawer, allowing measurements with a minimum resolution of 1% for currents exceeding 1.2 nA. The ADCs are read out over CANbus and the data are stored into the ATLAS detector control system. In ATLAS, all ADC outputs in the Tile Calorimeter will be read out every 2 s.
The MB monitoring system was tested with hadron beams and with different particle rates, to emulate the conditions expected during ATLAS data taking and to check the adequacy of the system's dynamic range. The response profiles shown in Fig. 10 were obtained with 180 GeV hadrons impinging at Z ¼ 0:35 on a barrel module. The signals are from a cell from the second radial depth segment of the calorimeter, and are plotted for two different spill times. The responses are consistent with expectations, based on the beam intensity, the average energy deposit in the second sampling, and the design of the MB system. The time structure of spills shown in Fig. 10 accurately reproduces the variations in time of the instantaneous beam rate independently observed during data acquisition, and constitutes further proof of the adequacy of the MB system for real-time monitoring of the TileCal cells.
Cesium source system
The cesium calibration system is designed to measure the quality of the optical response of each calorimeter cell, to equalize the signal response from all cells, and to monitor it with time. The goal is to maintain the stability of the energy calibration at the level of 0.5%. The system uses a 137 Cs g-source (E g ¼ 0:662 MeV, half-life t 1=2 ¼ 30:2 y) of 9 mCi and moves it through a hole in the scintillating tiles in a uniform, reproducible manner. The system has been described in detail in Refs. [19, 20] .
A metal capsule containing a 1-mm-long source is located in a water-filled tube running in a series of straight paths along the length of the calorimeter modules. It passes at normal incidence Table 1 Response of three calorimeter cells to MB interactions. For each cell the following quantities are given for three luminosities: mean occupancy M and deposited energy E per bunch crossing; average PMT current I. Cell occupancy is defined as the probability that a signal greater than 1 MeV is observed in that cell.
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0.97 0.98 0.99 1.00 1.01 Normalized Relative Gains through holes in every scintillating tile and absorber plate of the calorimeter, as shown in Fig. 2 . The capsule is driven by the water at a velocity of 25-30cm=s. The current from each PMT is measured with the electronics described in Section 1.2 which samples at a rate of 90 Hz. Details of the electronics are described in Ref. [5] . Since the mean free path of the gammas from the source is comparable to the periodic 18 mm separation between tiles, the response of individual tiles can be clearly seen. The resolved peaks are typically measured with 6 points. Fig. 11 shows the data from the scan of three adjacent calorimeter cells. The response of individual tiles is seen and a tile with poor optical coupling to the PMT is evident.
Two methods have been developed to characterize the response of a calorimeter cell. In the ''integral method'' the area under curves, such as those in Fig. 11 which corresponds to three readout cells, is evaluated and divided by the appropriate cell width. The integral is taken from a point ten 18-mm periods before the first maximum to a point ten periods after the last. For cells at a calorimeter boundary the unobserved tail is approximated from the signal at the opposite side of the cell, rescaled by the ratio of signal amplitudes at the two boundaries. The width of the cell, used to normalize the overall integral, is the distance between the first and last maximum in a cell plus one period.
The source also excites a significant amount of light in the row of scintillators adjacent to the one being calibrated and closest to the source path. In many cases the same PMT is coupled to both tile-rows so a correction must be made for the signal from the adjacent row. About 78% of the energy is deposited in the row being calibrated while 22% is from the adjacent row. The measured integral responses of row j is related the individual responses of the rows, I j and I jþ1 , by
where N j is the number of tiles in the cell of tile-row j. The calibration process gives a system of equations which can be solved for the individual responses I j of each tile-row in each cell. The repeatability of the integral method is about 0.2% for most calorimeter cells but slightly worse for the ITC cell C10 where there are only five tiles in a row and where both the left and right tails are anomalous because of local details in the steel structure of the calorimeter. In the ''amplitude method'' a fit is performed to the response of individual tiles, characterizing the signal as the sum of a Gaussian and a symmetric exponential to describe the tails. This yields the signal amplitude for every tile in the calorimeter. The process starts with the tile-row at the edge of the calorimeter where there is no contribution from an adjacent row. In subsequent rows, the contribution from the adjacent row is already known and can be subtracted before the fit. The accuracy of a single tile response in this method is better than 2% and the accuracy of the average amplitude of a cell is better than 0.3%.
The integral method is faster than the amplitude method and is therefore used at the test beam for fast equalization of the cell responses by adjusting the PMT gains. On the other hand, the amplitude method provides information for individual tiles and is used for special detailed scans when the quality of the module is checked. For the off-line analysis of the test beam data described here the amplitude method was used.
Equalization of the cell responses in the modules under test was performed at the beginning of every test beam period. During this process each PMT voltage is adjusted in an iterative process to reach a target value for the response from each cell. The first source scan is done with nominal HV settings corresponding to a gain of 10 The short-term stability of the system has been established by taking an additional source run immediately after equalization of the cells. The variation in response for each cell has an RMS spread of about 0.2%. If the system is switched off and the water drained and refilled, the ratio of new to old cell response has an RMS up to 0.5%. This characterizes the level of precision for monitoring the long-term cell response and matches the design goal.
The ATLAS test beam run of 2004 spanned over four months of calendar time. This represents the longest undisturbed run of the production system to date. Fig. 12 shows the variation of the response to the source over this period for 225 channels. No correction was applied to the high voltage to compensate for drifts in gain. The RMS spread in response after four months is 0.9%.
The cesium source system allows an equalization of the calorimeter cells using the response measured near the outer edge of each tile-row segment where the source tubes pass through the scintillators. An important issue is whether this response is characteristic of the average response of the cell. To address the question, a laboratory study was done using a collimated 90 Sr source to map the variation in response of individual scintillators as a function of position [21] . This study showed that along a radial line through the center of the tiles, the amplitude of the total signal from the two PMTs increases by 1-2%/cm moving from the inner edge to the outer edge, independently of the tile size. As will be described below, the effect has also been confirmed in studies with beam particles, in particular with muons at 90 . Since the muon beam measurement uses the full calorimeter configuration and is very precise it has been used for the final correction factors (see Section 4.3.2).
Performance with particle beams
The principal goal of the Tile Calorimeter (TileCal) beam tests was to study the characteristics of the detector, exploiting the information that can be obtained with different particle types. Data were collected with beams of electrons, hadrons (pions, protons) and muons, at various incident energies and impact angles. Results on the light yield of the calorimeter are presented first, because photoelectron statistics results set a useful reference for the performance of a calorimeter. Next, after specifying the appropriate particle identification criteria, results are presented for each particle type. These include, where relevant, response and resolution vs. energy and uniformity of response across the calorimeter.
Experimental results are compared to simulations performed with the GEANT4 [22] toolkit. Hadronic interactions are simulated with the Quark Gluon String Precompound (QGSP) and Bertini intranuclear cascade models [23] . Throughout this paper, use is made of version 8.3 of GEANT4, unless explicitly indicated otherwise.
The data analyzed here were taken after equalizing the cell responses by means of the Cs calibration system (see Section 3.5) and applying to the readout electronics the calibration constants determined with the charge-injection system (see Section 3.2).
Light yield
The photoelectron yield of a calorimeter is one of the basic parameters characterizing its performance. It affects the signal-tonoise ratio, important for muon identification, as well as the energy resolution of the detector. In long-term operation, monitoring the photoelectron yield can be useful to track deterioration of optical components such as scintillator, WLS fibers and the PMT quantum efficiency. In the case of TileCal, its relatively high photoelectron yield is of great help in detecting isolated muons, although tests using prototype modules show that a photoelectron yield above 48 pe/GeV does not lead to improvement in the response to muons [3] . High energy muons incident at 90 traverse only one row of scintillating tiles, thereby providing a valuable tool to study in detail the photoelectron yield of TileCal modules. Muon beams of 180 GeV were used for this study. Based on Poisson statistics, the yield of any cell traversed by the muons can be calculated using the expression
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where N m pe is the number of photoelectrons per GeV deposited by the muons in the calorimeter cell, C ¼ 1:25 is the excess noise factor from the first dynode's gain fluctuations [17] , a ¼ 1:2 pC=GeV is the TileCal energy calibration factor for electrons 6 at 90 (cf. Section 4.2) and e=m ¼ 0:91 is the ratio of electron-tomuon response applying to this case [24] . The latter factor arises from the differences in energy loss mechanisms for electrons and muons. In past analyses of TileCal data, Q ðu þ dÞ was taken to be the most probable charge in the muon signal distribution [25] [26] [27] . However, it can be easily seen that if a wide range of values around the peak of Q ðu þ dÞ is used to calculate sðu À dÞ, the latter will have contributions from a broad distribution of photoelectron numbers, and therefore will be overestimated. This will lead to an underestimate of the photoelectron yield. An alternative, more robust method was developed [28] and successfully applied to earlier data. It is referred to here as the ''slice method''.
The central region of the Q ðu þ dÞ distribution is divided into several slices of equal DQ, as shown in Fig. 13 , a total of 10 slices are defined, with similar event populations. It can be seen that the fitted line is rather insensitive to the chosen signal range.
The photoelectron yields shown in Table 2 are calculated with the slice method according to Eq. (12), using the central five slices. They are averaged over all cells of the four indicated groups of tilerows and over a sample of six barrel modules used in the 2002 and 2003 test beam periods [29] . The scintillating tiles used in the construction of TileCal modules were manufactured by two companies, AKPO (polystyrene PSM-115) and BASF (BASF-165H), but with the same nominal composition. Table 2 clearly indicates that the BASF-tile light yield is about 25% higher than that of AKPO tiles, in agreement with early laboratory measurements.
Note that these light yields are obtained from muons. The photoelectron yield for electrons is expected to be lower by a factor e=m ¼ 0:91. For instance, for AKPO tiles the average light yield from electrons would be N e pe ¼ 72 pe=GeV. It is worth verifying that this calculated light yield is as expected. Indeed, from the measured electron energy calibration factor of 1.2 pC/GeV and the nominal PMT gain of 10 5 one expects 75 pe/ GeV for electrons, only 4% higher than estimated from muon results. The light yield has also been determined using laser data (see Section 3.3). Examining the light yield for one extended barrel module fully equipped with AKPO tiles, the laser analysis leads to an average light yield N 5 . This value is higher than the one quoted above for barrel PMTs, and corresponds to the fact that the observed light yields are significantly smaller than those given in Table 2 . These differences reflect the fact that the best quality tiles were used for the barrel modules, while the extended barrel modules were instrumented with tiles having lower light yield [30] . Hence, higher PMT gains had to be chosen in order to obtain the same energy calibration factors for barrel and extended barrel modules.
Results with electrons
Whereas the scale of the response of the Tile Calorimeter to particles is first set and then maintained by means of the Cs source system, the calibration constant for electromagnetic showers-also referred to as the electromagnetic scale-must be determined by measuring signals of beam particles at known energies and calculating the average charge-to-energy conversion factor, in pC/GeV. For this purpose electron beams provide the obvious tool. Electrons are also used to verify the linearity of the response vs. energy and to test the detector uniformity and its energy resolution.
It will be shown below that the response to electrons varies significantly with the angle of impact, particularly at small angles y TB . For this reason, the primary calibration is established at a fixed angle of y TB ¼ 20 (Z ¼ 0:35). Data with electron beams were collected in projective geometry at additional angles, as well as with the beam at normal incidence to the end plates of the modules (y TB ¼ AE90
).
Event selection
With all particle beams two sets of selection criteria were usually applied. For all particle types, single-particle events were first selected, using beam detectors upstream of the Tile Calorimeter (see Section 1.1).
Signals in the upstream scintillator counters were required to arise from single minimum-ionizing particles. This cut, especially useful for electrons, removed particles that initiated a shower upstream of the calorimeter, as well as two-particle events. Events where the beam chambers indicated tracks far from the beam axis and/or not parallel to it were rejected because they might have scattered upstream and therefore be off-energy.
The second set of selection criteria was specific to the type of particles being studied. This was necessary because the SPS H8 test beam is a mixture of electrons, hadrons and muons. For beam energies E beam X10 GeV, muons were easily rejected by requiring the total measured energy to be E tot 45 GeV. For electron/hadron separation, 7 two shower profile criteria were used. In addition, for energies of 20 GeV and below, an upstream Cherenkov counter was used to improve electron identification. The shower profile parameters C long , C tot defined next exploit the difference of electromagnetic and hadronic showers profiles in the calorimeter. For example, if a particle enters the calorimeter at an angle of y TB ¼ 20 , the first radial sampling corresponds to 14.3 radiation lengths and only 1.6 nuclear interaction lengths. The average energy fraction deposited in the first radial compartment by 100 GeV particles is therefore 89% and 25% for electromagnetic and hadronic showers, respectively [31] .
The variable C long representing the longitudinal shower profile is defined as
E ij =E beam (13) where i runs over selected towers in Z Â f (typically in a 3 Â 3 tower region centered around the beam), j represents the radial compartment number and E ij stands for the energy in the cell (sum of the two PMT signals). The variable C tot represents an overall shower profile. It is defined as
where E c represents the energy in cell c and N cell stands for the total number of cells considered. 8 The exponent a is tuned using a Monte Carlo simulation to achieve maximum electron/ hadron separation; a value of 0:6 is used. All energies in Eqs. (13) and (14) are expressed in the same units, making C long and C tot dimensionless. Distributions of C long and C tot are shown in Fig. 14 for a mixed electron-hadron beam of 180 GeV. The peaks on the right correspond to electrons, while the broad regions on the left correspond to hadrons.
Used together, these two quantities provide very effective electron/hadron separation, as demonstrated in Fig. 15 . From these spectra one can estimate the hadron contamination in the electron sample after imposing cuts on C long and C tot . The hadron admixture does not exceed 0.2% in the 180 GeV beam. At 50 GeV and above, the separation cuts were tuned so that the hadron contamination never exceeded the value found at 180 GeV. Therefore, the admixture has negligible effects on the results shown in the next sections.
At energies E beam p20 GeV the separation provided by these selection criteria is poorer 9 but the Cherenkov counter can be used to improve the purity of the electron sample. Typical scatter plots of the shower variables C long and C tot with respect to the Cherenkov signal are shown in Fig. 16 for a 20 GeV beam. Electrons are clearly separated from hadrons in both plots. Instead of C long , C tot , some analyses used for electron/hadron separation a different shower shape variable, the average density, defined below in Section 4.4.1. The performance of the two methods is very similar.
Signal correction
Since the regularly spaced scintillating tiles lie in planes perpendicular to the LHC beams (see Section 1), the sampling fraction varies periodically with the impact point. Due to the compactness of electromagnetic showers, the electron response varies with the periodicity of the sampling fraction and thus depends on the coordinate of the impact point along the front face of the calorimeter (Z). This is demonstrated in Fig. 17 . The variation is reasonably well described by a simple periodic function
where p 0 corresponds to the mean energy and is used to evaluate the calibration constant. The parameter p 1 gives the relative amplitude of the oscillation. The variation decreases with
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7 The electron-to-hadron ratio in electron beams ranges from 1:1.5 to 2:1 depending on the energy and fine tuning of the beam. 8 As for C long , 3 Â 3 towers in Z Â f are used for this cut, giving N cell ¼ 24. 9 The hadron admixture at 20 GeV is about 10% after the shower profile cuts.
increasing impact angle. 10 The parameter p 2 corresponds to the period thickness as seen by the beam 11 at the given impact angle and p 3 is a phase. The impact point coordinate Z is reconstructed using the beam chambers. With the above formula the observed oscillation effect is corrected for event by event and the Gaussian shape of the electron response is restored.
Comparison of signal reconstruction methods
The performance of the flat filter and fit method of signal reconstruction (see Section 2) was investigated with electrons. In the case of the flat filter, an additional correction was applied to individual readout channels to eliminate the spurious positive offset introduced by the method when the signal is small compared to the noise. 12 The values of the calibration constants obtained with the two methods differ by about 11%, as shown in Fig. 18 . This is a consequence of the slightly different pulse widths of the CIS and physics signals (see Section 2 for more details). It has no direct impact on the calorimeter performance once this overall factor is taken into account.
As shown in the plot of Fig. 18 , the channel-by-channel ratios of calibration constants obtained with the two methods agree at the percent level. These ratios exhibit an RMS variation of 1%, which is significantly less than the cell-to-cell variation of the calibration constant (see Section 4.2.4).
The ratio of responses obtained with the two methods does not depend on the beam energy, therefore their performance for electron linearity is the same. For the energy resolution, however, the fit method performs slightly better, as demonstrated in Section 4.2.7. Therefore all the results presented next were obtained with the fit method, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
Determination of the electromagnetic calibration constant
To obtain the EM calibration constant electron runs with energies from 20 to 180 GeV and with an angle to the front face of the calorimeter of y TB ¼ 20 were analyzed. The results only characterize the response of the A-cells, because in this energy range only a small fraction of the electron shower signal penetrates beyond the first radial compartment; other methods must be used to check the calibration at greater radial depths.
The analysis was performed on data from three barrel and five extended barrel modules; only runs where all channels were seen to be working were used. For each cell, the electron response was corrected for the variation with impact point described in Section 4.2.2. The distribution of the responses from about 200 cells is presented in Fig. 19 . The mean value is 1:050 AE 0:003 pC=GeV (statistical error only) and is taken as the TileCal electromagnetic calibration constant. The cell responses vary with an RMS spread of 2:4 AE 0:1%.
The dominant source of this spread is local variations in the tiles and in the light transmission efficiencies to the PMTs. These effects include the differences in the light yields of the tiles, ) p 1 % 0:2. 11 The value of p 2 scales with the angle of incidence as P Â cosðy TB Þ, as shown in Ref. [32] . 12 For a given readout channel, the mean offset relative to the pedestal is subtracted from signals less than 3s ped above the offset. Higher signals are not corrected.
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nonuniformity of light collection within the tiles, variations in tile-to-fiber optical couplings, variations of the conversion efficiency and transmission in the readout fibers, and variation of the response across the PMT photocathode. Cesium source scans allow a precise measurement of the individual tile response over an entire module. They show an RMS spread of 5% (6%) for a typical barrel (extended barrel) module [30] .
The measured responses of the individual tiles to Cs in a production barrel module (JINR-55) were used to estimate the expected variation of the calibrated cells containing many tiles. The tile-to-tile variations were introduced into a Monte Carlo simulation of the response to electrons. Studies made for several energies and an angle of 20 showed a cell-to-cell variation among the A-cells of 1:8 AE 0:1%. This is to be compared to the RMS spread measured with an electron beam of 2.0% (1.8%) on the positive (negative) Z sides of the same module. More details are given in
Ref. [33] . Channel-to-channel differences of the readout electronics were found to play a smaller role in the variation of cell response. They include the systematic uncertainty of the CIS calibration as well as the differential nonlinearity of the fast ADCs. The total uncertainty is less than 0.7% over the energy range from 20 to 180 GeV [15] , as shown in Fig. 20 . When measuring jets in ATLAS, this uncertainty is expected to be even smaller, because the signal will be collected from a larger number of channels.
Another small contribution is associated with the slow integrator electronics used in the Cs source system (Section 3.5). The related integrator calibration parameters were not used in the electron calibration constant analysis. Nevertheless, their RMS spread was measured to be 0.5% [34, 35] , resulting in a very small effect on the EM calibration spread. In ATLAS, these constants will be used for the Cs source scans and may improve the EM scale precision from 2.4% to 2.3%.
The value of the EM calibration constant established with 20 electrons in A-cells must be verified in the other radial compartments. This was done analyzing data with electrons incident at y TB ¼ AE90
. The plot in Fig. 21 shows that there is a systematic variation of the response to electrons with tile-rows. The results in 
EM response vs. pseudorapidity
The EM scale calibration constant presented in the previous section is based on the analysis of electrons entering the calorimeter at 20 . As particles enter the calorimeter over a range of angles, the angular dependence of the EM calibration must be known too. The EM shower response depends on the absorber thickness and (for equal sampling fraction) on the sampling frequency, i.e. the number of alternating active and passive layers per radiation length. This fact, sometimes called the transition effect (see e.g. Refs. [36, 37] ) is associated with low-energy (o1 MeV) electrons, generated by the photoelectric effect in the absorber plates. These electrons may range out in the absorber plates and account for a significant fraction of the energy of a shower. This effect reduces the signal from electrons at any given sampling frequency; but the higher this frequency, the more the low-energy electrons reach the active material, thereby giving a signal.
The sampling frequency effectively changes with the angle of impact of the beam particles and the response to electrons changes accordingly. A simulation of this effect performed with GEANT4 is shown in Fig. 22 . The experimental electron response at two angles of incidence is also shown in the same figure. 13 The simulation is normalized to the experimental result at Z ¼ 0:35
The simulation shows a drop in response for Zo0:25 which can be qualitatively understood as the effect of the periodic tile/iron structure of the calorimeter on tightly collimated EM showers. Overall, the Monte Carlo predicts a variation of the EM calibration . In contrast, experimental data show a difference of 6% over the latter range. This is semi-quantitatively explained by the fact that the response at the center of tiles, hit by beams at y TB ¼ 90
, is 3.5%
higher than the response averaged over its surface. These tile response measurements are described further in Ref. [33] and references therein. For data taken in projective geometry with y TB o90 the secondary particle paths are distributed over a larger area of the tile surfaces, so a smaller signal with respect to that at y TB ¼ 90 is expected. The surface nonuniformity of tile response is not simulated in the Monte Carlo study described here.
In the experimental situation of ATLAS, the angular variation of the response to electrons is not an issue, because the liquid argon electromagnetic calorimeter upstream of TileCal will almost entirely absorb the energy of EM showers, while TileCal will detect mainly the energy of hadronic showers. The angular response of hadronic showers is addressed in Section 4.4.3.
Linearity
In order to define a unique EM calibration constant the response of the calorimeter to EM showers must be linear to a good approximation.
The linearity of the Tile Calorimeter's EM response can be characterized by the ratio of the signal (in pC) to the beam energy (in GeV) over a range of electron beam energies. This is shown in the left panel of Fig. 23 for three different barrel modules and for energies in the range of 10-180 GeV; the angle of incidence of the electron beam is y TB ¼ 20
. In obtaining these ratios care was taken to use the precise value of the electron beam energy seen by the modules; this was calculated using the actual settings of the beam-line's bending magnets and collimators, and taking into account the upstream bremsstrahlung losses at each beam energy. The differences with respect to the nominal beam energy were up to 0.5%. No correction was made to the data for the mean energy loss in the TileCal iron front plate, which is 1 cm thick (0:6X 0 ). However, this material is included in the Monte Carlo description of the calorimeter and its influence on the energy dependence of the response can be seen in the solid line in the right panel of Fig. 23 .
The considerable spread of calibration constants shown in Fig. 23 can be mostly attributed to the local variations of optical response that generate the spread of cell calibration constants discussed previously. Similarly to what was shown in Section 4.2.4, this was demonstrated with a specific simulation in which all the individual tile responses of the same previously mentioned module (JINR-55) were introduced into the Monte Carlo code. The results of this simulation are displayed in the right panel of Fig. 23 , where the responses for five beam impact points spaced by one period (18 mm) along the Z-axis are given. In the plot one can also see the linearity of an ideal module, in which all tiles have the same response. From the simulation one can draw the following conclusions:
Even in an ideal module the EM response displays a small nonlinearity of about 0.5% from 10 to 180 GeV. This is mainly due to the iron front plate.
The tile-to-tile variations make it hard to detect intrinsic deviations from the linearity of the response to electrons unless one can reproducibly aim the electron beam into the same calorimeter points with an error of less than 1 cm. If the beam impact point were the same at all energies the nonlinearity would be within 2% whereas if the impact point is different at different energies the nonlinearity increases to about 3%.
In the TileCal test beam the position in Z of the table carrying the modules was not reproducible to better than 1-2 cm and the data taking mode was such that the table would typically be moved several times between electron runs at different energies. Therefore it is not surprising to encounter responses as in the left panel of Fig. 23 .
In summary, the AE3% fluctuations with respect to linear behavior observed in electron data can be mostly explained on the basis of tile-to-tile differences.
Energy resolution
High-energy electrons will not be detected by TileCal as installed in ATLAS, but resolution studies are useful nonetheless to understand the characteristics of the calorimeter. In particular, the stochastic term in the parametrization of the resolution as a function of energy provides a lower limit to the value of the same term when measuring the resolution for hadrons, and the constant term must be compatible with the measured variation of cell response.
First a comparison is made among the resolutions obtained with the flat filter and fit methods. Results with 20 beams are shown in Fig. 24 . The resolution with the fit method is found to be similar to or better than that of the flat filter, the biggest difference occurring for the medium energy range. This is as expected because these energies correspond to the transition between high-and low-gain electronic channels. Since the resolution with the flat filter is worse for very small electronics signals, it deteriorates significantly for signals just above the threshold of the low-gain electronics. The energy resolution scales with the energy approximately as
where the symbol È indicates the sum in quadrature. The fit displayed in Fig. 24 applies to the resolution obtained with the fit method and gives a ¼ 28% GeV value of the constant term is comparable with that of the local variation of response described in Section 4.2.4.
Results with muons
The high-energy muons available at the H8 beam-line traverse the entire TileCal modules for any angle of incidence, thereby allowing a study of the production module response in great detail through their entire volume. The results of these studies are the main subject of this section.
The most important application of muon data is the measurement of the response of cells as a function of radial depth, which allows setting the EM scale obtained with electron beams in the first radial compartment in the other two compartments. In addition, the response to muons at 90 can be measured for each segment of a tile-row within a cell (tile-row segments can be seen in Fig. 3 ). The Cs source calibration information is also available with the same high granularity and can be used to sharpen the understanding of the response of the calorimeter. Other issues analyzed in this section are the response to muons in projective geometry and to very low energy muons at 90 .
Event selection and signal correction
The data analyzed here were taken with 180 GeV muon beams, either in projective geometry or at 90
. In the latter case, the entire radial span of several modules was probed with a series of muon runs with the beam centered, in turn, on each of the 11 tilerows of a module. These scans produced responses from about 2000 tile-row segments of 488 calorimeter cells, representing about 10% of the detection volume of the entire ATLAS Tile Calorimeter system. Triggers were selected to be loosely consistent with muon signals by requiring between 1.2 and 50 pC in both the first and second halves of the central barrel modules or 1.2-46 pC for the shorter extended barrel modules. In addition, tracks measured in the beam chambers were required to be nearly collinear to the beam line. For the projective data at fixed Z, the muon response was corrected according to the position of the particle impact point. As discussed in the section on electron beams, this correction accounts for the variation in the calorimeter sampling fraction [24] and significantly reduces the spread of the muon signal, particularly for incidence at small jZj.
The TileCal response to high-energy muons follows a Landautype distribution with characteristically long tails at high energies caused by radiative processes and energetic d-rays. The peak values of the muon signals under study vary by more than a factor of two in projective geometry and by more than an order of magnitude for 90 incidence, because of the different sizes of cells in modules. The interplay of the high-energy tails and of the variation in cell length results in very different values for the muon signal depending on how it is defined. The most obvious definition, namely the most-probable (peak) value of the signal divided by the muon path length, displays a significant residual dependence on the path length that makes it unsuitable for studies of the calorimeter response uniformity. Instead, the mean value of the measured muon energy loss spectrum truncated at 97.5% of the total number of entries was adopted. This definition of the calorimeter response to muons was found to scale with the muon path length, with minimal residual corrections.
Measurement of the EM calibration constant with 90 muons
A precision analysis of the response to 90 muons vs. tile-row number was carried out in order to extend the measurement of the electromagnetic calibration constant to the entire radial depth of the TileCal modules. Within each tile-row, signals were summed over the whole length of the barrel or extended barrel modules.
14 This approach avoids the small systematic effects due to the residual signal dependence on the muon path length and the decrease of radiative muon energy losses along the muon track. 15 The response to muons incident on each tile-row is shown in Fig. 25 , where the muon signals are averaged over all modules exposed to the muon beams. The signals are expressed in units of energy per unit muon path length, obtained applying the EM scale calibration of 1.05 pC/GeV and the ratio of electron-to-muon response ðe=mÞ for 180 GeV muons mentioned in Section 4.1. The muon response clearly depends on the tile-row number. Note that the same pattern is also observed with electrons incident at 90 , as shown earlier in Fig. 21 . In order to obtain a uniform calibration of the response on the EM scale different multiplicative factors must be applied to the signals from the three radial compartments. 16 The factor for the first radial compartment (A-cells) is set to one, in order to preserve the EM scale as determined with 20 electrons. The weights in the second and third radial compartments are evaluated as the inverse ratio of the mean muon responses in the respective tile-rows to the mean responses of the three A-cell tile-rows. The factors are given in Table 3 . Although the observed muon signal patterns are the same in the barrel and extended barrel modules, the factors differ due to their different radial segmentation (see also Fig. 3 ).
In Fig. 25 one can observe a difference between the size of muon signals in barrel and extended barrel modules. This is due to its residual dependence on the muon path length within a cell. This feature is fully reproduced in MC simulations.
It is worth noting that the observed variation of the muon signal with tile-rows is well understood. The initial equalization of the PMT signals from different cells is based on the response of every tile-row to the Cs source signal and on the assumption that it characterizes the response of the scintillators to EM showers. However, as mentioned in Section 3.5 the response of tiles is not uniform across their surface-instead, near their outer edges (where the Cs signals are produced) the response is greater than at the center, by about 1%/cm radial distance from the center (where 90 muons and electrons were directed) [21] . Hence the difference between the Cs and 90 muon signals is larger for the larger tiles situated at greater radii, shown in Fig. 3 . On the other hand, as already mentioned in Section 4.2.5, the response of tiles at their center is 1.035 times higher than their response averaged over the whole surface, and this ratio is the same for all tiles [33] . Therefore the response to 90 muons provides an unbiased measurement of the response of cells, and must be used to correct the cell intercalibration based on the Cs source signal. It is also worth pointing out that the differences in response over the tile surface, measured in the lab, are in good quantitative agreement with the correction factors given in Table 3 .
In addition, the correction factors established here are consistent with observations on the response of muons measured in projective geometry, as shown later in this section.
It should also be stressed that properly setting the EM conversion factor for all cells of the calorimeter is crucial for obtaining the proper response to hadrons.
Uniformity of response within modules and across modules
The muon response from the 11 different tile-rows varies not only due to the difference between the response to particles and to the Cs source signal, but also because of variations in individual tile/fiber light-yields and the differing layouts of the WLS fibers as already described in Section 4.2.4. 14 The length of the muon path in all 11 tile-rows is the same in the barrel, and also in the the extended barrel modules when the special cells C10, D4 are excluded from the analysis. 15 The latter decrease is about 2.5% along the 6 m length of the 90 muon path in Barrel modules. 16 Individual tile-row corrections cannot be applied for beams entering at projective pseudorapidities, because the signals from all the tile-row segments belonging to a given cell are added into the same PMT.
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Part of this variation arises from response differences among the tile-row segments forming a calorimeter cell. The Cs source calibration procedure (see Section 3.5) equalizes the responses of overall cells but signals from tile-row segments within a cell may differ by a few percent. Since muons in the 90 configuration only excite individual tile-row segments, their Cs source response can be used to partly remove this variation.
In doing this analysis one must take into account further systematics that affect the muon response. The most important effect is that the average signal from the first cell traversed by muons is lower than that from the next cells. This is due to the fact that the EM showers associated to large radiative losses or to very energetic d-rays, which can take place in any cell, will partially be deposited in subsequent cells. Therefore the muon signal in the first cell is up to 10% lower than in subsequent cells, depending on the cell size. To avoid this bias the cells first traversed by muons are excluded from the tile-row segment uniformity analysis. Smaller systematic effects are associated with the residual truncated mean dependence on the cell size and with the variation of radiative energy deposit along the muon tracks. These effects are reproduced by MC simulations and were corrected based on simulation results.
The results of this analysis for all eight barrel modules exposed to muons are shown in Fig. 26 . In the left panel are plotted the mean responses of tile-row segments within each tile-row to muons, corrected for the systematic effects just described and normalized to the average response within the first radial compartment. The error bars represent the RMS spread of responses within each tile-row; they are 3-5%. The overall variation of the mean responses over the 11 tile-rows is about 10%, the same result seen in the preceding section. In the right panel, the response of each tile-row segment has been corrected by the corresponding normalized Cs source result. The RMS spread within tile-rows is reduced to about 2%, and the overall variation of the 11 means is now about 8%.
The variation between tile-rows observed after correcting for the Cs source information is due to two separate components:
The radial dependence of the signal, just discussed. Well-understood effects of light transmission within tiles and/ or WLS fiber layout.
The response variation between tile-rows is also compared with electrons and muons. Fig. 27 shows the average response for both particle species, corrected by the Cs source tile-row segment signals in the same way as in Fig. 26 . The data are normalized to the mean response in the first radial compartment. The results clearly indicate a consistent behavior as a function of the tile-row number.
Finally, a summary of the responses to muons observed over seven test beam periods from 2001 to 2003 is given in Fig. 28 . The results are from all tested modules (eight from the barrel and 13 from the extended barrel). Each barrel module (except for one) is represented by two points, one for each superdrawer. The averages of the muon responses for all tile-row segments of each module are shown. Their overall stability is guaranteed by the gain setting procedure (where the decay of the 137 Cs g-source is taken into account). The observed variation, with an overall RMS spread of 1.1% for barrel modules and 1.2% for extended barrel modules, is partially due to differences in the calibration procedures over the three years.
Response to muons incident at projective angles
In ATLAS the muon spectrometer is designed to measure muon momenta above 3 GeV/c. Muons will lose a fraction of their energy in the materials preceding the muon spectrometer, particularly in the calorimeters. Bremsstrahlung, pair production and energetic d-rays typically produce large fluctuations in the energy losses of muons in heavy materials, particularly in the high-energy region of interest at the LHC. For muons sufficiently isolated from other activity in the calorimeter, the actual energy loss can be measured and a correction applied. Thus a knowledge of the calorimeter response to muons, as a function of pseudorapidity, is important. The muon test beam data at projective angles are useful for this purpose. Furthermore, results on the calorimeter nonuniformity can be introduced into Monte Carlo simulations of the calorimeter response to other particles or to jets. An example of the isolated muon signal is shown in Fig. 29 both for the whole tower and the last radial compartment that may be used to tag muons inside jets, because in this compartment hadronic activity will be low [2] . The signal is very well separated from the noise, the signal-to-noise ratio (S=N) being $44 and $18, respectively. 17 The uniformity of the calorimeter response to muons as a function of pseudorapidity was studied using test beam data from the years 2002 and 2003. The muon beams point to the center of each calorimeter tower and span the Z values from À1:45 to 1:35 in steps of 0.1, except for a few points that were either inaccessible due to limitations in the range of the module support table or did not correspond exactly to the future ATLAS setup. 18 The distributions summarizing the uniformity studies in the projective orientation of the calorimeter modules are shown in Fig. 30 . The overall spread of the muon response in projective geometry is 2.5%, demonstrating good uniformity in the construction of the calorimeter modules [30] and in treatment of the calorimeter signals. Superimposed in Fig. 30 are the MC results, that are in reasonable agreement with experimental data. Bigger differences are observed in the extended barrel. Since muon tracks exit the extended barrel module on its side (see also Fig. 3 ), the muon path length is more sensitive to the actual beam impact point. The absolute coordinate in the horizontal direction is known only with limited precision (order of 1 cm). The applied EM scale includes the overall scale factor 1.05 pC/GeV and the correction factors in radial compartments described above. Both data and MC results in Fig. 30 include the e=m ratio of 0.91 measured with earlier TileCal modules [24] . The average dE=dx for 180 GeV muons in TileCal amounts to 15.2 MeV/cm, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 30 . 17 Because of other constraints the muon signals available to the LVL1 trigger have a poorer signal-to-noise ratio. 18 Pseudorapidities in the transition region between barrel and extended barrel. In these cases, muons will cross both calorimeter parts in ATLAS setup, but this was never the case in the test beam.
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Response to very low energy muons at 90 incidence
Besides providing measurements of the jet and isolated hadron energies, the ATLAS hadronic calorimeter system must help in muon identification, particularly below 3 GeV. Muon test beams with momenta below 3 GeV/c were not available. For this reason, it was deemed useful to perform detailed comparisons of the lowest-energy obtainable muon data with Monte Carlo simulations, in order to gain confidence in further simulations of calorimeter performance for muons of even lower energies.
Decay muons from low energy hadron beams of 3, 5 and 9 GeV, incident at y TB ¼ 90
, were used to compare the response to low energy muons with that of a GEANT4-based simulation. The muons had either the nominal beam energy or an energy from a spectrum extending up to the nominal beam energy, if they were produced from pion decays after the momentum defining magnets. After appropriate muon selection, the distribution of muons ranging out in the calorimeter was fitted to a mixture of the simulated primary and decay muon momentum spectra, leaving the mixing ratio as the only free parameter of the fit [38] . The data and the simulated distributions are compared in Fig. 31 . Independently of the fit to the experimental range distributions, the ratio of the muon flux entering the test beam setup to that from the pion in-flight decays was calculated, based on the known distance from the pion target to the calorimeter module and on the measured rates of pions in TileCal. The two ratios were found to be in agreement, indicating good accuracy of the simulation of the calorimeter response to low energy muons. More details can be found in Ref. [38] .
Results with hadrons
The defining role of hadron calorimetry is to measure the energies of jets. For this purpose, its performance for isolated hadrons is a necessary starting point and is the subject of this section. The hadron selection criteria, pion/proton separation and energy reconstruction methods are discussed in this section. The uniformity of response vs. Z and the variation of response from module to module are analyzed.
The study of pion response and resolution vs. energy-the central issue of this section-is then addressed. In the final subsection the response difference between pions and protons is studied.
Results shown here are from data with the beam impinging on barrel modules in the central position of the three-layer stack used in the test beam. The configuration is shown in Fig. 4 . Because of the transverse momenta characterizing hadronic interactions, beam particles entering the top or bottom modules would produce showers which suffer significant transverse leakage.
Event selection
The available data sets fall into two categories: hadron runs, with negligible electron contamination, and electron runs, which contain comparable numbers of electrons and hadrons. In the latter the hadron sample was selected by a cut based on the energy density as defined in Ref. [39] AvD
Here E i denotes the energy detected in cell i and V i is the corresponding cell volume. An entry is made to the sum when the energy in a cell is greater than a specified threshold. In this case 0.06 pC is used, which corresponds to three times the RMS noise in a cell. The energy density of hadronic showers is typically smaller than that of EM showers. The separation power of a cut based only on energy density grows with the beam energy and is fully sufficient for secondary beams of energy 50 GeV and greater. For tertiary beams (10, 20 GeV) a Cherenkov counter is used to further improve the electron/pion separation. An example showing the most difficult case is given in Fig. 32 . bottom-left corner, while electrons occupy the upper-right region.
The region with high AvD and pedestal-like Cherenkov signal contains electrons (due to the relatively low efficiency of the Cherenkov counter), but also some pions with anomalously high-energy density. The loss of these events is checked with nominal pion runs and appropriate corrections to the total mean response are applied. Nevertheless, this correction is small, never exceeding 0.5%. When applying these cuts, the contamination of electrons in the hadron sample is kept below 0.5% at all hadron beam energies.
The composition of the SPS hadron beams depends on the beam polarity. While negative hadron beams contain mostly pions, 19 positive beams contain a significant number of protons. In the available data set the 50, 100 and 180 GeV hadron beams are positive, and a Cherenkov counter is used to separate pions from protons in many but not all the runs. Typical Cherenkov counter spectra at 50 and 180 GeV are shown in Fig. 33 . In the results given below, particles in the mixed positive beams are referred to as hadrons while particles in the negative or Cherenkov-separated beams are referred to as pions or protons.
Reconstruction of hadron energy
For all hadron beam data, the signal from each PMT is calculated using the fit method described in Section 2.2. As illustrated there, the noise with the fit method is about a factor of two lower than with the flat filter method and the signal offset is negligible. Furthermore, it is shown in Section 4.2.3 that the energy resolution for electrons with the fit method is equal or better than obtained with the flat filter at all energies. This difference cannot be seen with pions, because the coarser pion energy resolution hides the difference between the two methods.
It was also checked that the optimal filter method (Section 2.3) gives the same result as the fit method, within errors. In the lownoise environment of the test beam the numerical outputs of the two methods are almost undistinguishable.
The hadron response is reconstructed by summing the signals from cells of a 3 Â 3 tower matrix, where each tower spans DZ Â Df ¼ 0:1 Â 0:1. The matrix is centered on the cell hit by the beam, and corresponds to a cone of a radius R % 0:2. 20 This energy sum is systematically smaller than that of all cells of all modules in a stack. An appropriate transverse leakage correction is thus applied to the measured mean response shown in Section 4.4.4. No correction is needed for the fractional energy resolution, that is observed to be almost entirely independent of the energy summing method. Hadron energies are reconstructed at the EM scale, i.e. using one global calibration factor C e ¼ 1:05 pC=GeV obtained from electron data at 20 (see Section 4.2.4) and applying additional calibration factors to the individual radial compartments as obtained with muons at 90 (see Section 4.3.2).
An example of the response to 180 GeV pions impinging on the calorimeter at Z ¼ 0:35 is given in Fig. 34 . The calorimeter response is extracted as the peak value of a Gaussian fitted in the range AE2s centered around the peak. Response values given below are determined in this way. The response to hadron-induced showers does not display a significant dependence on the particle's impact point along the z-coordinate (horizontal line perpendicular to the beams). This is unlike electrons showers, whose response must be corrected as shown in Section 4.2.2. This is because the much greater transverse spread of hadron showers averages out local sampling fraction variations, even for small pseudorapidities. Hence no such correction was applied to the data analyzed in this section.
Response uniformity
The module-to-module uniformity of response was investigated using data with a positive polarity beam of 180 GeV. At this beam energy data were taken with most modules, however, the Cherenkov counter was not always operational. In order to have a larger and homogeneous data set for studying module response uniformity, no pion/proton separation was performed. The response to hadrons and the fractional energy resolution as a function of pseudorapidity are shown in Fig. 36 . These results were obtained with a setup in which a production barrel module was placed above the central barrel module, instead of the two extended barrel modules shown in Fig. 4 . This eliminated the transverse leakage present in the usual setup for incidence at small pseudorapidities.
The measured responses in Fig. 36 (left) are slightly lower at small pseudorapidities due to longitudinal leakage. The open circles show the results of correcting for this effect using measurements in the 90 configuration [40] . The lower response at jZj ¼ 0:75 is due to transverse leakage. The errors are taken to be 1.4%, as shown in Fig. 35 . Excluding the point at jZj ¼ 0:75, the response corrected for longitudinal leakage has an RMS spread of 0.6%. The energy resolution as a function of pseudorapidity is shown in Fig. 36 (right) . As expected, it is significantly worse where 17). 19 Apart from electrons and muons, the admixture of kaons does not exceed 5%
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and is neglected. 20 The radius is defined as R ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
longitudinal leakage is larger, but it appears to be only insignificantly affected by transverse leakage at jZj ¼ 0:75.
Pion response vs. energy
In this section, the pion response is defined as the ratio of the reconstructed pion energy to the beam energy. As the pion energy is calculated applying the charge-to-energy conversion factor measured with electrons (see Section 4.4.2), the pion response is identical to the ratio of responses for pions and electrons, also known as the p=e ratio. In a noncompensating calorimeter like TileCal, this ratio is expected to rise slowly with pion energy.
Hadron data taken with TileCal production modules do not provide a broad energy scan in any single module; instead, data taken with any particular module typically span only two or three energies. Therefore when studying the response to hadrons as a function of particle energy the module-to-module variation of 1.5% (see The longitudinal leakage correction factors given in the table were obtained from the measurements of Ref. [40] . Transverse leakage corrections are also necessary, in particular because the pion response is summed from cells of a cone size R % 0:2 (see Section 4.4.2). Two sets of transverse leakage corrections were calculated: from the GEANT4 simulations just mentioned, and from a study of transverse leakage on data from an earlier generation of TileCal modules [41] . The GEANT4 simulations are known to underestimate the transverse leakage fractions [40] , whereas the latter studies may be an overestimate because of the greater radial depth of the prototype modules. The averages of the two correction factors thus obtained were used to correct the responses for each beam energy.
After normalizing the response of each module at each energy to the common response at 180 GeV, the remaining error on each single response measurement is estimated to be 1%. It mostly arises from variations in local module response, uncertainties in the charge-injection calibration and the cesium calibration. This error is combined in quadrature with the uncertainty in the beam energy. A systematic error equal to one-half the difference between the two sets of transverse leakage correction factors may be taken as a lower limit to the systematic error on the response. Finally, the overall scale of the response may be affected at the 122% level by further error sources-for instance, from the uncertainty in the response to the electromagnetic component of the hadron shower. The corrected pion response may be parametrized and compared with previous measurements. In Groom's parametrization [42, 43] ,
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F h represents the nonEM energy component of showers induced by incident hadrons of the energy E beam , E 0 is the energy at which multiple pion production becomes significant, and the parameter m must be determined empirically for a given calorimeter. The pion response then reads
where e=h is the usual ratio between the responses to the purely EM and hadronic components of showers. Among the three free parameters of Eq. (19) the value of E 0 was fixed to 1 GeV; the fit to the response shown in Fig. 37 gives and the second corresponds to the systematic error on the transverse leakage corrections. These errors do not display the correlation between e=h and m.
Fitting to the data another commonly used parametrization of the hadronic fraction, F h ¼ 1 À 0:11 logðE beam =E 0 Þ, with E 0 ¼ 1 GeV, e=h ¼ 1:336 AE 0:013 AE 0:005 is obtained. The values of e=h obtained with these two parametrizations agree within errors.
These results on e=h are in agreement with earlier TileCal measurements [3, 44] . A similar value was found also for the CDF end-plug calorimeter [43] , which, however, has a different sampling fraction.
Finally, the pion data sets used to obtain the response are also used to measure the fractional resolution as a function of energy. The values are shown in Fig. 38 and are compared there with GEANT4 simulations. The two are in good agreement. The experimental resolution is well-represented by the parametrization of Eq. (16), with a ¼ ð52:9 AE 0:9Þ%=GeV 1=2 , b ¼ ð5:7 AE 0:2Þ%. The noise contribution appears negligible at all energies, therefore no such term was considered in the fit. This result is also in a good agreement with energy resolution measured with TileCal prototype modules, after accounting for the 1:5l int additional depth of the prototype calorimeter modules [45] . It also represents a more complete analysis of the data reported in Ref. [1] and supersedes that result.
Pion/proton response ratio
As already mentioned in Section 4.4.1, beams of positive polarity contain significant fractions of protons, ranging from 32% at 50 GeV to 76% at 180 GeV. Therefore, a special study of the difference between pion and proton responses was carried out.
The measured response ratio p=p is shown in Fig. 39 (left) , where the ratio is seen to fall towards unity with increasing energy. Fig. 39 (right) shows the ratio of resolutions and indicates 15220% better resolution for protons in the range of energies studied. Also given are the results of a GEANT4 MC simulation. It should be noted that an older version (5.2) of GEANT4 was used for these studies. It contains the QGSP model for hadronic interactions but without the Bertini intranuclear cascade model. Nevertheless it still reproduces the slow decrease with energy. The p=p values appear to be independent of pseudorapidity in the calorimeter as demonstrated in earlier test beam measurements [46] .
Response values p=p41 imply a lower hadronic component fraction F h (see Section 4.4.4) for pions than for protons. This is also predicted by MC simulation [42] . The better energy resolution for protons corresponds to smaller fluctuations in the energy deposition mechanism for protons. Both this effect and the reduced signal for protons are understood in terms of leading particle effects as proposed in Ref. [31] . Also given is the prediction by GEANT4.8.3 MC using the QGSP and Bertini cascade models. The longitudinal leakage corrections are from Ref. [40] . The corrections for transverse energy leakage were obtained from the same GEANT4 MC and from experimental data of an earlier generation of TileCal modules [41] .
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Summary and conclusions
The results described in this paper characterize most aspects of the performance of the ATLAS Tile Calorimeter. They were obtained in the well-controlled test beam environment from a representative sample of the modules that compose it and will provide a useful reference for the performance of TileCal in the LHC environment.
Conclusions from the module test program may be divided into two categories: general system properties, and response to particle beams. The general properties will be addressed first.
By reconstructing the energy in each PMT by the fit method described above it is found that the electronic noise is about 20 MeV (RMS value), or about 1.3 ADC channels. An optimal filtering method will be used in the colliding beam environment, where minimum-bias events will give a more significant noise contribution.
With the system's dynamic range of about 10 5 the low-end signals from isolated muons are well separated from noise even in the worse cases. The high end of the ADC scale is equivalent to 1.5 TeV/cell. Considering jet shapes and the longitudinal and transverse spread of hadronic showers such an energy deposition limit should be exceeded at most only a few times a year at design luminosity. In such rare but possibly very interesting cases of saturation, signal recovery is possible up to at least 2.2 TeV/cell, as shown in Appendix A.3. The overall response of the calorimeter and of its readout chain is calibrated by means of several monitoring systems, designed to characterize the response at various points on the path of the signal from the scintillators to the digitized particle signals. Specifically, 1. A charge-injection system reconstructs the PMT signal's charge, calibrating away the spread in channel gains and the small nonlinearities in the signal processing chain from the PM anode onwards. 2. A laser system delivers light pulses that span the dynamic range of all the 9344 TileCal PMTs, characterizing gain and any deviations from linearity. 3. A hydraulic system moves a 137 Cs g-ray source through the calorimeter modules and precisely measures the scintillation light produced in each of the approximately 420,000 scintillating tiles. This very detailed 3D map of the entire calorimeter is obtained by measuring the time-averaged PMT currents by a separate electronic chain, and is initially used in setting the PMT gains to obtain equal responses in all readout cells. 4. The source readout electronics will be used in the LHC environment to measure the currents associated to the minimum-bias collisions, thereby providing an online monitor of the behavior of each cell.
The stability and maintainability of cell inter-calibrations are as important as the attained precision. Charge-injection measurements of front-end electronics gains have been shown to be stable within 0.2% (RMS) over four months; the deviations from the initial settings with the Cs system have an RMS spread of 0.2% over one month, and 0.9% over four months; laser runs over month-long periods are not available yet, however, runs over few days show that gains can be monitored with better than 0.5% accuracy. These drifts can all be monitored, and corrected when necessary.
Data taken with beams of electrons, muons and hadrons measure important physics response parameters while complementing results obtained with calibration runs. For instance, electron data show that the best energy resolution is obtained by reconstructing the signal with the fit method.
The main use of electron data is to set the charge-to-energy conversion factor for electromagnetic showers-the electromagnetic scale factor-which is the starting point to measure the response to hadrons. In order to properly measure this basic parameter a number of effects intrinsic to the TileCal design must be taken into account. First, the periodic scintillator/iron plate structure determines a characteristic variation of the signal with the electron's point of incidence, which must be corrected using position information. Second, the same structure causes a variation of the response with the angle of incidence. To avoid this latter cause of signal spread, electrons are measured always at the same angle of incidence to the module face (20
The electron response thus measured on about 200 cells has an RMS spread of 2.4% which is understood to originate mostly from local optical variations at the level of individual tiles and tile/fiber couplings. Inserting these local responses, measured with the Cs source, into GEANT4 simulations this spread is reproduced. The mean value of the EM scale factor is 1:050 AE 0:003 pC=GeV.
This measurement only characterizes the response of the cells of first radial compartment of TileCal (the A-cells) because the EM shower is almost entirely absorbed in these cells. Measuring the EM scale factor in the other compartments is accomplished in part using electrons at 90
, which penetrate only the cells at the edge of the modules. The local response variations just mentioned do not allow a precisions of better than AE3% in measuring the linearity of electron response vs. energy. The energy resolution is parametrized by the sum in quadrature of a statistical term (28% GeV À1=2 ) and a constant term of 2.8%, to which the local nonuniformities clearly contribute. It should be stressed that the response variations seen with electrons do not affect the intended use of the Tile Calorimeter for ATLAS physics, because electromagnetic showers are almost entirely absorbed in the liquid argon EM calorimeter upstream of TileCal.
Data with 180 GeV muons at 90 incidence were taken on all modules, centering the beam on each of the 11 tile-rows of each module. These detailed scans allowed precise measurements of the EM response throughout the volume of modules. It was found that the cell response equalization obtained with the Cs source signals had to be corrected in the second and third radial compartments (BC, D cells and B, D cells in the barrel and extended barrel modules, respectively). This effect is due to a variation of scintillation light yield of tiles along their radial axis. The variation with tile-row number of the response to 90 muons is in good agreement with the variation measured with electrons. This correction (1-8%) will also be applied in ATLAS.
Muon run results can be examined at the level of individual tile-row segment responses, and can be further refined by intercalibrating them with the Cs source data at the same granularity level. The resulting muon responses are found to be in good agreement with 90 electron responses over the 11 tilerows, which gives a useful consistency check of the procedure used to extract the EM scale factor. Additional results from 90 muon runs include the average responses of all exposed modules over four years of test beam data, which have an RMS spread of 1.1% (1.2%) for (extended) barrel modules. In projective geometry, the signal/noise ratio of the muon signals at Z ¼ 0:35 is about 44 in the entire tower and about 18 in the last radial compartment. Over an Z range of AE1:5, the RMS spread of the signal from the whole tower is 2.5%. Projective muons give information about the radial dependence of the uncorrected signal consistent with that from 90 electrons and muons.
Hadron response was studied over the energy range from 10 to 350 GeV, with positive or negative charge beams. With the former, protons constitute a significant fraction of the incident particles; in these cases, pions and protons were separated using a Cherenkov counter. In projective geometry, the modules are not deep enough to contain the entire hadron shower, and corrections for longitudinal leakage had to be applied. The hadron signal was reconstructed applying the EM scale factor, with no correction. Signals from the three radial compartments were added, over a 3 Â 3 matrix of towers, centered on the cell hit by the beam.
Studies of the uniformity of hadron response within and between modules mostly used 180 GeV beams. The response vs. Z, after correcting for longitudinal leakage, has an RMS spread of 0.6% over 0oZo0:7. The response at Z ¼ 0:35, measured on nine modules, has an RMS spread of ð1:5 AE 0:4Þ%, which can be compared to the analogous figure for electrons ð2:4 AE 0:1Þ%. The response with energy of the three-module stack exposed to hadrons is the main result of the studies reported here, because it will apply to the reconstruction of the energy of jets in ATLAS. The difference between the responses of pions and protons was studied from 50 to 180 GeV. The pion/proton signal ratio varies between 1.05 and 1.02 over this range. Energy resolutions for protons are 1-2% better for protons than for pions, consistent with expectations from a smaller EM component in proton-initiated showers. This is one of very few experimental results on this issue.
In concluding this paper it is worth to remark that from the data of the TileCal test beam program some results of general physics interest have been obtained. These results provide precision measurement of the radiative energy losses of highenergy muons [47] and on muon photonuclear interactions [48] .
Particle beams provide a convenient source of signals, which can be used to study several calorimeter performance aspects relevant to operation in the ATLAS environment. This is because signals from different cells have the proper time relationship, and may cover a realistic dynamic range. Some of these studies are reported in this Appendix. They include relative channel timing and recovery of the signal from saturated readout channels. In addition, beam tests allowed to study the performance of an analog tower sum, that will be used to provide the ATLAS firstlevel trigger. The properties of this signal are also described in this Appendix.
A.1. Analog trigger output
As already mentioned in Section 1, the Tile Calorimeter signal also contributes to the first level trigger (LVL-1). The analog lowgain signals from the PMT 3-in-1 cards enter an adder circuit which provides a fast analog signal corresponding to the total energy in an Z Â f ¼ 0:1 Â 0:1 bin, and an amplified signal corresponding to a single PMT in the last radial sampling. 21 The calibration of both kinds of signal is very briefly described. Then, we concentrate on the two main issues: linearity and resolution of the trigger tower signal that enters the overall ATLAS calorimeter LVL-1 trigger; capability of the muon output to assist in the muon identification.
More details about the analog adder performance can be found in Refs. [50, 51] .
The gain measurements for the trigger tower sum (slope of the amplitude with respect to the sum of energies reconstructed using the digitized signals from corresponding PMTs) confirmed the laboratory-measured gain with an RMS spread of 2% [51] . The measurements also showed that any cross-talk is less than 0.2%.
The energy linearity and resolution of the tower sum signal affect the performance of the LVL-1 event selection based on jet energy and missing-E T . A linearity better than 1% for energies E465 GeV is obtained for the ratio of the the analog tower sum signal to the energy calculated from individual digitized PMT signals. This is shown in Fig. A1 . The testbeam data also show that the energy resolution s=E in the analog system does not deteriorate by more than 1% (additional constant term to be add in quadrature to the standard energy resolution) for energies above 80 GeV.
The performance of the muon output was tested using the high-energy muon beams (both Z-projective and y TB ¼ 90
). The gain measurements match the laboratory results. The channel-tochannel variations exhibit an RMS of 1.5% [51] . The role of the muon output is to assist in muon tagging based on the signal in the last radial compartment. Therefore, its ARTICLE IN PRESS 21 Tagging muons in Tilecal at LVL-1 was considered after the primary electronics design was completed. Since this output originates from the low-gain signal, the discriminating power for small signals such as a single muon is limited. Its role is to be used in conjunction with other muon trigger requirements.
signal-to-noise (S=N) ratio 22 has been measured using isolated high-energy muons impinging on the calorimeter at different Z.
The results for the barrel section are shown in 
A.2. The timing of the Tile Calorimeter
The time synchronization between the cells of Tile Calorimeter and the bunch crossing identification is one of the most important triggering issues. The cells' timing needs to follow the tower projective geometry reflecting the different flight path of the particles in the calorimeter. Global timing will be realized primarily with the beam events but initially adjusted by means of the laser calibration system. As a check on these methods, a bunched beam with 25 ns RF structure was used in the results below.
The laser calibration system can be used for pre-setting the timing of the calorimeter signals [52] .
The pulse-to-pulse jitter of the laser output with respect to the trigger is about 30 ns, but this can be eliminated by considering timing with respect to a reference channel. The timing of each channel with respect to the reference PMT is the result of two different factors. First, the difference in length of the clear laser fibers introduces a different PMT-PMT delay. These delays are present only for the laser system and have to be removed. Second, there is a delay of the propagation of the TTC signals along the length of the drawer. This can be calculated precisely for any digitizer board once the correction of the laser has been applied. It turns out to be around 2.5 ns for each digitizer board, and it is removed before the checking of the overall timing.
For adjusting the readout times a scan of the timing configuration of the digitizers can be performed by varying a register in the digitizer called DSkew2. Choosing a reference time T 0 , it is possible to calculate the DSkew2 value for each channel that corresponds to that T 0 . By minimizing the mean square error between the reconstructed time of each channel and the reference time T 0 we see in The final determination of the time for each digitizer will be done using particles synchronized with the bunch crossing clock of 40 MHz. This was tested during a testbeam period with a 25 ns bunched beam. The beam had a periodic structure with 48 bunches at 25 ns for a total of 1200 ns. The time between a bunch group and the following one was of 23 ms.
The reconstructed time for one channel is shown in Fig. A4 . The distribution on the left refers to low-gain events while the one on the right is for events acquired with high gain. The resolution is well within 1 ns and has been shown in Ref. [53] to approach 200 ps at high energy.
As can be seen in Fig. A5 , the channel-to-channel variation of the timing for each channel has an RMS spread of less than 1 ns. This has also been confirmed by a separate analysis [54] . The comparison between the timing of one channel obtained with the laser and the one obtained with the beam is shown in Fig. A6 . They are the same with a AE1 ns accuracy. . The values correspond to the sum of two adder muon outputs seeing the same cell. 22 Calculated as the most probable value of the muon signal divided by the noise width (Gaussian sigma).
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A.3. Recovery of electronic saturation
The dual gain electronics coupled to each photomultiplier allows a measurement of single cell energy deposits ranging from ' 100 MeV to ' 1:5 TeV. A cell energy deposit greater than ' 1:5 TeV saturates one or more of the digitized time samples. Only few such events per year are expected at the nominal luminosity.
In ATLAS, there is the option of reprocessing such raw data for further analysis. Since the time shape of the signal is fixed by the shaper circuit, the partial information obtained from the time samples that did not reach the saturation limit may be used to infer the cell energy deposit.
Two methods of recovering the original signal are presented:
The fit method restores the signal keeping the linearity within 3% provided only one sample saturates (see Appendix A.3.1). This feature effectively enhances the dynamic range by $50% and is important for further online data processing in high level trigger. Better performance can be reached when applying special treatment offline. As demonstrated in Appendix A.3.2, the dynamic range can be increased by a factor of two while keeping the linearity within 1%.
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The performances have been studied using both events generated by the charge-injection system [55] and with physics triggers [56] .
A.3.1. Saturation recovery method applied to charge-injection system events In order to study the performance of the method special runs have been used in which a charge scan is performed over the full range. Data are acquired for each injected charge Q with both gains and with variable injection time. The value of each sample is indicated in the following as s i with i ¼ 1 . . . 9. The peak time and the peak amplitude depend on the injected time and Q, respectively. In order to have the signal independent of time, a sample of CIS events where the charge was injected at a fixed time has been selected. When the energy is reconstructed with the fit method, the saturation of one sample is almost fully recovered because the fit is performed using unsaturated samples. In Fig. A7 (left) the reconstructed charge with the fit method is shown as a function of the injected charge for the high gain. The black squares refer to events with no saturated sample, the white squares to those ones with one saturated sample and stars with two saturated samples. The time is not held fixed in this fit reconstruction but for a fixed time and/or pedestal, the linearity for two saturated samples could be better. It can be seen that the loss of one sample is not critical. In Fig. A7 (right) the ratio between the reconstructed energy and the energy calculated from a linear fit of the part with no saturated samples is shown. The linearity with one saturated sample is within 3%. However, as more than one sample saturates, the linearity degrades rapidly.
In order to recover these events we can exploit the flat filter algorithm. The signal is defined as the quantity S 5 (see also Eq. (1))
where s 1 is taken as the pedestal value. The value of S 5 depends only on the input charge Q. A correlation is also observed between Q and the partial integral S 4 and S 3 calculated as sum (S i ) corresponds to a fixed percentage of S 5 and thus there is a correlation between Q and S 4 , S 3 and S 2 .
The dependence of the mean value of S i on Q is fit with a twoparameter linear fit (Fig. A8, left) . Using these parameters we calculate the corrected integral signal of five samples CS 5 ðS 4 Þ (CS 5 ðS 3 Þ) obtained from S 4 (S 3 ) when one (two) samples saturate. Applying this simple method in the high-gain events allows us to extend the linearity region by more than a factor of three. The linearity of the recovered signal is shown in Fig. A8 (right)-it is within 1%.
A.3.2. Saturation recovery applied to physics events
The above described algorithm based on the flat filter was also used to study the saturation recovery on physics events. Electrons were chosen for this purpose. In the analysis, the saturation was simulated by neglecting the highest, or the two highest samples.
The values of S 4 and S 3 depend on the time difference between the trigger and the arrival of the first sampling (DT). The dependence of S 4 =S 5 and S 3 =S 5 on DT is calculated from the measured time shape of the signal and is used to evaluate CS 5 ðS 4 Þ and CS 5 ðS 3 Þ; respectively. To demonstrate the linearity and resolution, the following quantities are defined:
As shown in Fig. A9 , the difference between the CS 5 ðS i Þ and S 5 is 0.4% using S 4 and 1% using S 3 . The obtained precision is 2% with S 4 and 4.6% using S 3 . In terms of energy this means that, for a single cell, with a saturated sample in both channels, energies up to 1.9 TeV can be reconstructed with a loss of linearity of 0.4%, while with two saturated samples up to 3.8 TeV can be reconstructed within the 1%. 
